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Introduction
Acoustic neuromas (ANs) or vestibular schwannomas are benign neoplasms associated with the 
vestibular cranial nerve. Although benign, untreated lesions may cause symptoms because 
of local nerve compression of the auditory, vestibular, facial or, less commonly, the trigeminal 
nerve.1,2 Very large lesions may become life-threatening because of brainstem compression.

Historically, surgery was considered the treatment of choice, but the introduction of stereotactic 
radiosurgery in the latter half of the 20th century allowed for significantly lower levels of 
morbidity and similar or better levels of tumour control.3 Radiosurgery is less invasive than 
surgery and can be performed on outpatients, making it the preferred choice for many. 
Radiosurgery is commonly used as the favoured treatment option for small to medium ANs.4

Access to radiosurgery in resource-constrained low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) is 
poor. The equipment required is expensive and often unavailable. It is estimated that there is one 
Gamma Knife radiosurgery unit in Africa per 370 million people.5 There are no CyberKnife units 
in Africa.

As an alternative to Gamma Knife and CyberKnife units, linear accelerators (linacs) can be modified 
to improve delivery accuracy and the ability to focus beams, thus allowing for their use in 
radiosurgery treatments. The positional accuracy of modified linacs is reported to be within 1 mm.3

Purpose: Treatment options for acoustic neuromas (ANs) are limited in low- and middle-
income countries. The aim of this study was to investigate whether hypofractionated image-
guided radiotherapy (IGRT) is a clinically acceptable treatment option for departments where 
no other radiosurgery options are available.

Methods and materials: Fifteen dynamic conformal arc plans that had been clinically utilised 
were evaluated against the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) radiosurgery criteria 
and published indices. Analysis involved evaluating critical structure doses and the volume of 
normal tissue receiving 12 and 10 Gy single fraction equivalent dose (V12Eq and V10Eq).

Results: Overall, there was only one RTOG protocol deviation in the whole patient group, 
where quality of coverage was compromised in order to achieve brainstem tolerance. 
Conformity indices were within clinically acceptable limits (CIPaddick ≥ 0.6) despite being inferior 
to the published Universitair Ziekenhuis Brussel (UZB) Gamma Knife and CyberKnife results 
( p < 0.0001). Homogeneity was superior to the Gamma Knife ( p < 0.0001) and Novalis dynamic 
conformal arc ( p = 0.0002) results. Gradient index results were inferior to all published 
techniques, but doses to the normal structures were well controlled with the exception of the 
cochlea. The V10Eq data showed increased sensitivity when compared with V12Eq.

Conclusion: Dynamic arc IGRT allows for good coverage of AN lesions, but the dose fall-off is 
not as steep as that obtained with mainstream radiosurgery systems. Contouring and planning 
should include detailed critical structures analysis. For normal brain parenchyma analysis, 
V10Eq is a superior risk indicator when compared to V12Eq for this technique. Dynamic arc 
IGRT offers a dosimetrically acceptable treatment alternative for patients without serviceable 
hearing, in departments where there are no mainstream radiosurgery treatment options 
available.
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There are currently 139 countries classified as LMICs by the 
World Bank. An analysis revealed that only four LMICs had 
the required number of linacs for radiotherapy treatment: 55 
of the 139 LMICs had no access to radiotherapy treatment at 
all (40 in Africa), while 80 had some level of access.6 Over 
60% of linacs in Africa are situated in South Africa and 
Egypt.7 Even in South Africa, it is estimated that only 69.7% 
of the required number of linacs are installed, and that an 
additional 56 will be required by 2020.6 Very few linacs in 
South Africa are modified for radiosurgery treatment.

A survey performed at Groote Schuur Hospital (Cape Town, 
South Africa) in 2013 to determine the level of access to 
radiosurgery in South Africa found that there were no 
Gamma Knife or CyberKnife units in the country.8 Proton-
based radiosurgery was introduced to the country in 1993, 
followed by the first linac-based radiosurgery in 1994. More 
than 2300 patients were treated between 1993 and 2012. 
Proton-based radiosurgery was used for 22.6% of patients, 
with 71.4% treated on five modified linacs operating within 
the private hospital sector. Although 84% of the South African 
population are treated in state facilities, with no access to 
private medical facilities, only 6% of the total number of 
radiosurgery treatments were performed within state sector 
facilities because of limited resources.8,9

Groote Schuur Hospital (GSH) has offered limited 
radiosurgery to state patients since 2008, treating 25 between 
2008 and 2012 using a second-hand Radionics cone-based 
radiosurgery system. This broke down and became obsolete 
in 2012, and a new replacement system was not financially 
possible. This meant that state patients had no access to 
radiosurgery facilities unless they could afford treatment in 
the private sector. Consequently, alternative treatment 
options had to be investigated.

The acquisition of a 6 MV Varian UniqueTM linac equipped 
with advanced mega voltage-based image-guided 
radiotherapy (IGRT) software allowed for the implementation 
of hypofractionated IGRT using non-coplanar dynamic 
conformal arc (DCA) fields. The decision was taken to utilise 
this technique for the treatment of small to medium ANs. 
This study aimed to analyse the radiotherapy treatment 
plans and quality assurance results for this patient group 
retrospectively in order to compare these with published 
data for traditional radiosurgery techniques. In this way, the 
viability of this approach as an alternative treatment option 
in under-resourced settings could be investigated. The study 
was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of 
the University of Cape Town (HREF 104/2016).

Methods and materials
Equipment
The Varian UniqueTM is a 6 MV photon-beam linac equipped 
with a 120 Millennium multileaf collimator (MLC) allowing 5 
mm resolution for central leaves. It is equipped with a high-
stability Exact-IGRT couch top. Imaging is undertaken using 

the PortalVision aS1000 amorphous silicon electronic portal 
imager with pixel size 0.392 mm.10 IGRT is performed through 
advanced 2D-2D image matching, allowing for automatic 
repositioning of patients in longitudinal, lateral and vertical 
directions. Reported positioning accuracy is within 1.5 mm, 
with improved results demonstrated with repeated imaging.10 
Isocentric stability on the linac is reported to be < 0.6 mm on 
average, with a maximum deviation of < 1.8 mm.10 The 
Unique allows for DCA and RapidArcTM (RA) radiotherapy.

Patient population and treatment planning
Fifteen AN patients were treated between February 2013 and 
January 2016 (eight left- and seven right-sided lesions). All of 
these patients presented with at least moderate hearing loss 
on the affected side, with nine having no functional hearing. 
All were immobilised using a Green ClarityTM fivr-point head 
and shoulder mask fitted to the CIVCOTM carbon fibre 
S-frame overlay board. CT and MRI images were fused for all 
of the patients and treatment planning was performed on the 
Varian EclipseTM treatment planning system (v11.0) with the 
analytical anisotropic algorithm (AAA) using a 2 mm 
calculation grid size. A gross target volume (GTV) to planning 
target volume (PTV) margin of 2 mm was applied for all 
patients to allow for the higher expected level of positional 
uncertainty when compared to traditional radiosurgery 
treatment options. The mean GTV was 1.6 cc (range 0.6 cc to 
9.3 cc), resulting in a mean PTV of 4.0 cc (range 2.3 cc to 
15.6 cc). Despite the GTV to PTV margin expansion resulting 
in a mean increase in volume of 2.3 cc (± 1.36), only 1.1 cc 
(± 1.01) of this involved brain parenchyma. The remaining 
margin involved primarily bone and air.

All patients were treated with three non-coplanar DCA fields 
in three fractions to a total of 19.2 Gy (6.4 Gy × 3 Rx), with one 
exception, where dose reduction was applied because of 
tumour size and critical structure constraints (Patient 14; 6.0 
Gy × 3 Rx). The prescription dose was planned to coincide 
with the 80% isodose line. Plans were then renormalised to 
display coverage of the PTV by the 100% isodose line.

Treatment plan evaluation
Because of the high dose per fraction and the critical location 
of lesions treated with radiosurgery, plans require a high 
level of conformity and fast dose fall-off. Several dosimetric 
indices have been proposed for comparing different 
radiosurgery plans and modalities, and determining 
compliance with protocols.

As a first step in the analysis, all plans were evaluated against 
the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) conformity 
index (CIRTOG), along with the homogeneity index (HIRTOG) 
and quality of coverage (QRTOG) in order to verify radiosurgery 
protocol compliance.11

The CIRTOG is given by

CIRTOG
V
TV
RI=  [Eqn 1]
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where VRI is the volume encompassed by the prescription 
isodose, also known as the prescription isodose volume 
(PIV), and TV is the target volume. The RTOG defines plans 
with a conformity index between 1.0 and 2.0 as not deviating 
from protocol, plans with a CIRTOG between 2.0 and 2.5 or 
between 0.9 and 1.0 as having minor deviations, and plans 
with a CIRTOG value greater than 2.5 or less than 0.9 as having 
major deviations from protocol.11,12

The HIRTOG is defined as

I
RI
max=HIRTOG  [Eqn 2]

where Imax is the maximum dose in the target and RI is the 
prescription or reference isodose. Protocol compliance is 
defined as HIRTOG ≤ 2.0, with a HIRTOG between 2.0 and 2.5 
defined as minor and HIRTOG > 2.5 as major deviations.11,12

QRTOG evaluates how well the required dose covers the target 
and is defined as

I
RI
min=QRTOG  [Eqn 3]

where Imin is the minimum dose received by the target. 
Protocol compliance requires 90% coverage, with 80% and  
< 80% coverage defined as minor and major deviations, 
respectively.11,12

Alternative indices for plan comparison have been proposed 
because of the risk of ‘false scores’ provided by the more 
simplistic RTOG indices. As a second step, all plans were 
analysed using the Paddick conformity and gradient indices 
(CIPaddick and GIPaddick) and the dose heterogeneity index 
(DH).13,14,15

The Paddick conformity index (CIPaddick) allows for the 
simultaneous assessment of conformity and quality of 
coverage and is defined as

TV
TV V

PIV

RI
=

×
CIPaddick

2

 [Eqn 4]

where TV is the target volume, TVPIV is the target volume 
covered by the PIV, and VRI is the total volume covered by the 
prescription isodose. It is inversely related to the RTOG 
conformity index.12,13,15 An ideal plan would result in a CIPaddick 
of 1.0, with a conformity index of ≥ 0.6 considered acceptable.16

The Paddick gradient index (GIPaddick) attempts to reflect how 
fast the dose falls off beyond the target in trying to spare 
normal tissue and critical structures. It is defined as

V
PIV

PIV=GIPaddick 50%  [Eqn 5]

and evaluates the volume of tissue receiving half of the 
prescription isodose in relation to the volume receiving the 
prescription isodose.14,15

The dose heterogeneity index (DH) is defined as

DH
D D
D

max min

mean
= −

 
[Eqn 6]

and evaluates dose variation within the tumour volume. An 
index of zero indicates a homogeneous dose distribution.

Normal tissue and critical structure analysis
Radiosurgery and hypofractionated radiotherapy involve 
a much higher dose per fraction than conventional 
radiotherapy. Given the increased risk of late normal tissue 
complications, extra care must be taken to protect normal 
brain tissue and organs in close proximity to the tumour. 
Caution should also be exercised when converting tissue 
tolerance data based on conventional fractionation and 
applying it to hypofractionation treatments because of the 
limitations of the linear quadratic model.17

For ANs, critical structures to consider include normal brain 
parenchyma, the brainstem, the optic nerve or chiasm, and 
the cochlea. Maximum doses were recorded for the 
brainstem, optic pathway and cochlea, and were evaluated 
based on the normal tissue tolerance guidelines from the 
AAPM TG101 report.18,19 The risk of radiation-induced 
necrosis of brain tissue was estimated by evaluating the 
volume of tissue receiving 12 Gy (V12) or 10 Gy (V10) single 
fraction equivalent (SFE) dose. The linear quadratic model 
with α/β = 2 was used to convert 12 Gy SFE and 10 Gy SFE 
doses to three fraction dose levels (12 GyEq = 19.65 Gy in 3 
Rx; 10 GyEq = 16.21 Gy in 3 Rx).19 It is worth noting, however, 
that because ANs are not central lesions, much of the dose 
spill falls outside of brain parenchyma. There is no 
consensus as to whether the V12/V10 volumes should 
include all tissue, be limited to brain tissue, or whether or 
not the target volume should be included or excluded.17 
Three different V12/V10 dose volumes were therefore 
assessed in this study: (1) tissue V12/V10 including GTV, 
(2) brain V12/V10 including GTV, and (3) brain V12/V10 
excluding GTV (unaffected brain).

Patient-specific quality assurance and 
positioning
Film dosimetry was performed on every patient plan prior to 
treatment delivery to compare predicted and delivered dose. 
Kodak EDR 2 film was used for coronal plane verification of 
the composite plan, including the couch, gantry and 
collimator rotations of the original plan. Film dose calibration 
was verified through absolute dose measurements performed 
in a custom designed cylindrical water phantom with a PTW 
Freiburg GmbH 0.016 cc pinpoint ionisation chamber. PTW 
VerisoftTM (V5.1) software was used to perform a gamma 
analysis, adopting dose difference (DD) and distance to 
agreement (DTA) criteria of 3% and 2 mm.

Individual patient position verification was performed by 
monitoring the positional shifts required during each setup, 
and by the final position as recorded on the Varian Portal 
Vision Advanced Imaging module.

http://www.sajo.org.za
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Statistical analysis
All GSH DCA results were analysed to determine deviations 
from the RTOG radiosurgery criteria. The GSH DCA 
CIPaddick, GIPaddick and DH results were then compared to the 
Gamma Knife PerfexionTM, NovalisTM DCA, NovalisTM 
intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and CyberKnifeTM 
results as published by Gevaert et al.15 A one sample t-test 
compared the GSH mean results for each index to a 
hypothetical mean – the published values for each index – 
for each technique.

Results
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group radiosurgery 
criteria
Analysis of the CIRTOG, HIRTOG and QRTOG values for all patients 
revealed only one deviation from protocol (Patient 14). This 
occurred where dose reduction was applied and tumour 
coverage compromised in order to comply with brainstem 
dose constraints. The remaining plans were fully compliant 
with RTOG radiosurgery criteria (Figure 1).

Study comparison: CIPaddick, GIPaddick, DH

All techniques complied with the minimum published 
CIPaddick criteria of ≥ 0.6 (Figure 2). The GSH DCA CIPaddick 
results compared well to those from the Novalis DCA and 
Novalis IMRT, but were inferior to the Universitair Ziekenhuis 
Brussel (UZB) published Gamma Knife and CyberKnife 
results (  p < 0.0001).15,16

The largest variation in CIPaddick values was observed for 
small volumes, with a trend towards better conformity 
for larger lesions. This finding was not statistically 
significant.

The results for the GSH DCA gradient index were inferior to 
all published techniques (Figure 3), with the Novalis IMRT 
technique being closest, but still superior to the GSH DCA 
technique (  p = 0.0003).

With regard to conformity, the gradient index appeared to 
improve with lesion size. This finding was not statistically 
significant.

Homogeneity was similar to that reported for the Novalis 
IMRT and CyberKnife, and proved to be superior to that 
obtained with the Gamma Knife (  p < 0.0001) and Novalis 
DCA (  p = 0.0002).

Normal tissue and critical structure analysis
All critical structures were analysed against the AAPM 
TG101 criteria, with the tolerances for three fraction 
treatments listed (Table 1).18,19 Two plans had brainstem 
volumetric doses exceeding 18 Gy in three fractions 
(18.31 Gy/3 Rx and 18.71 Gy/3 Rx, respectively; indicated 
with †), but had maximum point doses within tolerance. 
Chiasm and optic nerve doses were well below tolerance 
for all the patients; however, only two had cochlea 
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FIGURE 3: Paddick gradient index comparison between the Groote Schuur 
Hospital dynamic conformal arc technique and published results from 
Universitair Ziekenhuis Brussel for CyberKnife, Novalis intensity modulated 
radiotherapy, Novalis DCA and Perfexion GK techniques.15
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RTOG, Radiation Therapy Oncology Group; GSC, Groote Schuur Hospital; DCA, dynamic 
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FIGURE 1: Radiation Therapy Oncology Group radiosurgery criteria results for 
the Groote Schuur Hospital dynamic conformal arc technique.
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UZB, Universitair Ziekenhuis Brussel; DCA, dynamic conformal arc; IMRT, intensity modulated 
radiotherapy.
*, The CI ≥ 0.6 reference level comes from Lawrence et al.16; UZB data are from Gevaert 
et al.15

FIGURE 2: Paddick conformity index comparison between the Groote Schuur 
Hospital dynamic conformal arc technique and published results from 
Universitair Ziekenhuis Brussel for CyberKnife, Novalis intensity modulated 
radiotherapy, Novalis DCA and Perfexion GK techniques.
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dose levels below what is described as being required for 
hearing preservation (doses > 17.1 Gy/3 Rx; indicated 
with †).

The risk of inducing radiation necrosis was assessed using 
V12Eq and V10Eq data for tissue, brain (including the GTV), 
and unaffected brain (excluding the GTV). Risk levels 
from two publications are superimposed in Figure 4.20,21 
An increased number of data points were observed above 
the risk lines for the V10Eq volume analysis compared to 

the V12Eq analysis. This indicates that the GSH DCA 
technique may be more sensitive to the V10Eq data, and 
that analysis of the V12Eq data in isolation may therefore 
result in under-reporting of the risk of inducing 
radionecrosis.

Patient-specific quality assurance and patient 
positioning
Film dosimetry results for the coronal plane showed excellent 
agreement, with a mean gamma analysis pass rate of 99.8% 
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*, refers to Minniti et al.20

**, refers to Blonigen et al.21

FIGURE 4: Volume of tissue, brain (including gross target volume) and unaffected brain (excluding gross target volume) receiving 12 GyEq and 10 GyEq.

TABLE 1: Critical structure doses for Groote Schuur Hospital dynamic conformal arc technique. 
Variable Brainstem  

volume maximum
(< 0.5 cc)

Brainstem  
point maximum

Brainstem  
mean dose

Chiasm volume 
maximum
(< 0.2 cc)

Chiasm  
point maximum

Optic nerve 
volume maximum

(< 0.2 cc)

Optic nerve  
point maximum

Cochlear 
maximum  

(lesion side)

Cochlear  
mean dose

Pt 1 18.31† 21.18 6.26 2.17 3.88 0.62 1.30 21.91† 18.05
Pt 2 10.93 18.98 2.31 0.16 0.28 0.12 0.21 21.03† 19.93
Pt 3 17.81 20.70 4.27 1.69 2.80 1.20 1.65 21.30† 20.60
Pt 4 13.41 19.53 4.48 0.56 1.27 0.19 0.82 21.26† 20.72
Pt 5 4.20 9.53 1.33 0.19 0.83 0.50 1.07 21.85† 21.04
Pt 6 17.19 20.64 4.75 0.43 3.82 0.76 2.84 19.35† 16.17
Pt 7 11.26 15.94 4.18 0.82 1.81 0.15 0.26 21.44† 21.44
Pt 8 16.79 20.50 3.41 0.58 1.59 0.87 1.42 22.10† 20.99
Pt 9 14.22 20.37 3.19 0.40 2.25 0.83 1.62 15.04 11.57
Pt 10 12.43 19.39 2.77 0.29 2.56 0.17 0.32 20.98† 20.53
Pt 11 18.72† 21.62 4.64 2.43 6.11 1.86 3.55 03.41 02.79
Pt 12 10.48 19.15 2.19 0.21 0.44 0.25 0.38 21.79† 20.65
Pt 13 7.22 16.85 2.29 0.33 2.38 0.10 0.70 19.50† 16.10
Pt 14 15.90 18.80 4.82 0.32 2.95 1.58 2.37 17.26† 13.20
Pt 15 12.14 20.37 2.48 0.21 1.04 0.32 0.80 21.71† 20.99

Source: Generated from Groote Schuur Hospital data
†, data points exceed recommended maximum dose levels.
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(± 0.4) with criteria set at 3% DD and 2 mm DTA. The lowest 
pass rate was 98.7%.

Patient positional shifts were recorded daily. Four treatments 
required an initial shift of 3 mm and one a 5 mm shift in the 
longitudinal direction. All other shifts were 2 mm or less, 
with final mean positional deviation in all three directions 
< 0.01 cm ± 0.03.

Discussion
Best practice options for radiotherapy as defined in high-
income countries are frequently unavailable in LMICs. With 
population growth expected in many already heavily 
constrained LMICs, there is both a dire need and an obligation 
to innovate in order to remove the hurdles to effective care 
delivery, and to expand available capacity.22 By reviewing 
patients with small to medium ANs, this study sought to 
investigate the viability of adopting hypofractionated IGRT 
using a non-coplanar DCA technique as an alternative 
treatment approach in under-resourced settings.

The GSH DCA technique was compliant with the RTOG 
radiosurgery criteria with the exception of a single large-
volume treatment, where dose reduction and decreased 
tumour coverage were accepted in order to obtain critical 
structure tolerance. The DCA technique also compares 
favourably with other linac-based techniques for conformity 
and homogeneity, allowing compliance with minimum 
standards. This is an important finding given the lack of 
radiotherapy treatment options in many parts of the 
world.5,6,7,8

The gradient index results indicate that the dose fall-off is not 
as steep as that obtained with traditional radiosurgery 
techniques, as is expected from the larger penumbra obtained 
with the 5 mm MLC leaves relative to micromultileaf 
collimators or divergent cones. This results in a greater 
volume of tissue being included in the V10Eq, thereby 
potentially increasing the risk of inducing radiation necrosis. 
It also results in the V10Eq becoming a more sensitive predictor 
for radiation necrosis than the V12Eq. However, because of the 
non-central location of the AN lesions, only 7.36 cc (± 4.47) 
out of the total of 11.01 cc (± 5.34) of V10Eq mean volume 
actually involved brain parenchyma and target. If the actual 
GTV is excluded from this V10Eq evaluation, the volume 
further decreases by a mean of 1.6 cc. The remaining V10Eq 
dose was deposited in bone, skin and air. This finding may 
suggest that there is a decreased risk of radiation necrosis for 
AN patients when compared to radiosurgery patients with 
other centrally located lesions, where most (or all) of the V12 
and V10 volumes are within the brain parenchyma.

Doses to the brainstem and optic system or chiasm were well 
controlled, but 13 patients did receive a cochlea dose 
exceeding the recommended maximum tolerance. This may 
or may not be clinically significant depending on the degree 
of hearing loss prior to radiosurgery. Clinical follow-up will 

be required to investigate the potential impact of these doses 
on the patient group.

The patient-specific quality assurance results indicate a good 
correlation between the predicted and delivered dose. 
Variation in final patient position did not exceed 1 mm, thus 
confirming that the 2 mm GTV to PTV expansion margin was 
sufficient to allow for the increased inaccuracy in position 
when compared to traditional radiosurgery techniques.

Conclusion
The GSH DCA technique allows for dosimetrically acceptable 
treatment of small to medium ANs where hearing 
preservation is not a clinical factor. In addition, this technique 
compares favourably with other mainstream radiosurgery 
techniques when accepted indices are calculated. Care must 
be taken with critical structures and normal brain 
parenchyma, with specific reference to the V10Eq volumes. 
Clinical follow-up is required for the GSH DCA patients to 
determine long-term treatment outcomes.
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